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Telling Tales - Narrative Patterns in Rimbaud’s ‘Conte’, ‘Royauté’ and ‘Aube’

« Une belle gloire d’artiste et de conteur emportée ! » (1)

Rimbaud’s predilection for tales and fairy tales is widely advertised in his work, the most often cited reference point in this connection being his inclusion of “contes de fées” among a lengthy list of favourite sources in ‘Délires II’ in Une Saison en enfer.(2) When one looks at the  Illuminations it quickly becomes evident that he never lost this taste for stories and we can readily identify ‘Conte’, ‘Royauté’ and ‘Aube’ as three examples of prose poems in the collection which present themselves in the form of a tale or fairy-tale. In terms of their content these poems offer much by way of insight into how stories for children might correspond to Rimbaud’s deepest imaginings and intellectual preoccupations. However, it is equally the case that in formal and technical terms these three texts provide invaluable indications about the nature and composition of the Rimbaldian prose poem in general. It is the purpose of this present enquiry to look closely at these already heavily analysed texts in order to draw from them a deeper understanding of the correlation between conte and prose poem in Rimbaud’s work. We shall consider each poem in turn before highlighting important points of comparison and difference between them. When Rimbaud writes in ‘Adieu’ at the end of Une Saison en enfer of his imaginative failure and of “une belle gloire d’artiste et de conteur emportée!” he may well be somewhat excessive in his self-criticism for these three pieces from the Illuminations would tend to suggest that for him the bond between story and poem, between narrative and his own “alchimie du verbe”(3) was to remain indissoluble.

To take the poems in the order that they appear in the Illuminations, we will begin with ‘Conte’. This is a poem which, like so many others in the collection (‘Parade’, ‘Antique’, ‘Phrases’, ‘Nocturne vulgaire’, ‘Scènes’, ‘Dévotion’), takes its title from the genre within which it operates. That is to say that it advertises itself as a “conte” and so invites the reader to ask in what respects it conforms to this parent genre and how it might diverge from it. As will become clear in the course of our study, all three of these texts both mimic and subvert the tale as a literary form, bearing hallmarks of the original style while at the same time strikingly running counter to received notions of how the tale will unfold. So ‘Conte’ is a title which implies that the actual telling of the story is as important as the content of the story itself even if Neal Oxenhandler talks of the “rigorous plot” (4) in this piece. If the title takes us by surprise, the opening words “Un Prince” seem designed to be instantly reassuring in that they present a royal personage the like of which we would expect to find in a story such as this. However, in turn, this brief reassurance is undercut by the rest of the opening paragraph which defamiliarizes the “once upon a time” topos that Rimbaud has adopted. Throughout this opening paragraph we are confronted with a thicket of abstraction (“perfection”, “générosités vulgaires”, “vérité”, “désir”, “satisfaction”) (5) which denies us the physical detail that we might have expected. The Prince is evoked not in terms of his appearance or surroundings but essentially in an ideological framework with the additional ingredient that this ambitious philosopher is frustrated in all his yearnings. Thus there is a certain opaqueness in this introductory section which poses more questions than it answers and seems to leave us poised on the boundary between narrative and philosophical reflection. One feels that Nick Osmond is instinctively correct when he writes that “’Conte’ is closer to parody than pastiche. It has a density and mystery not usual in fairy-tales.”(6) It is true that the mention of the Prince’s harem anticipates later developments but arguably the most striking feature of these lines is the disparity between the scale of the hero’s ambition and the laconic, dry commentary of the narrator:

                          Que ce fut ou non une aberration de piété, il voulut. Il
                    possédait au moins un assez large pouvoir humain. (7)

Contrary to the conventional tale, where one might expect a uniformly anticipatory tone, ‘Conte’ is characterized by the intrusion of this narrative voice which frequently seems to deflate the rather romantic aspirations of the tale itself. One is pulled between a world of fantasy and idealism and “la réalité rugueuse”(8), to quote again from Une Saison en enfer. A common feature of all three poems under review is that they set up this opposition between a dream that is so intensely pursued and a sobering reality where the dream dissolves and is felt to be unattainable.  One might argue that Rimbaud’s disillusionment exists a priori rather than simply a posteriori and that he is immunized by his irony and scepticism against the spell of the conte. This has implications for the reader’s reception of these poem/stories. 

Yet if the opening paragraph is imbued with abstraction, the very reverse is true of the three brief sections that follow it. These bring an acceleration and an intensity as the Prince goes on a rampage against the physical reality which surrounds him and which seems to embody the very order of things which he finds so unsatisfactory. There is a real violence and horror at work in these lines which describe mutilation, blood-letting and arson as the Prince gives vent to his anger and frustration:

                        Toutes les femmes qui l’avaient connu furent assassinées. 
               Quel saccage du jardin de la beauté ! Sous le sabre, elles le bénirent.
               Il n’en commanda point de nouvelles. – Les femmes réapparurent.

                       Il tua tous ceux qui le suivaient, après la chasse ou les 
               libations. – Tous le suivaient.

                     Il s’amusa à égorger les bêtes de luxe. Il fit flamber les palais.
               Il se ruait sur les gens et les taillait en pièces. – La foule, les toits d’or,
               les belles bêtes existaient encore. (9)

Three elements strike one here – the repeated ferocity of the onslaughts of the Prince, the lack of resistance and indeed the compliance of his victims and the stubbornly enduring face of reality as all those and all that have been destroyed simply re-emerge unscathed. This again underscores and vindicates the narrator’s cynicism and scepticism concerning the dreams of his protagonist. The one-man frenzy is impressive in its scale and violence, reminding us of the notion of “violence nouvelle” (10) found elsewhere in the Illuminations in the poem ‘Génie’. Presumably, the women are liquidated as a direct result of the Prince’s dissatisfaction with their idleness voiced in the opening paragraph but the commentator’s sardonic wit is seen doubly in “Quel saccage du jardin de la beauté!” where a travestied form of beauty is involved and in “Il n’en commanda point de nouvelles” which represents a prosaic intercalation, a commodification of these lovers and a wry commentary in the tale. Accused in the opening paragraph of “cette complaisance agrémentée de ciel et de luxe” (11), these women are now exposed and dismissed as an unsatisfactory yet persistent face of conventional definitions of the beautiful. Yet the women are no less worthy than the followers and courtiers who hunt and drink with the Prince and who encounter a similar fate at his hands.  This is clearly a hedonistic royal who enjoys his women, hunting and revelry but it is his sense of the emptiness of these worldly pleasures that propels him towards some indefinable “bonheur” which forever remains tantalizingly beyond his reach. ‘Conte’ is all about the quest for that something beyond what is on offer from everyday reality and so this violent attack upon the face of the Prince’s world now renders the abstraction of the opening paragraph much more comprehensible. It is also notable that this sequence represents a much more recognizable narrative thread in a piece whose title has promised the reader some form of story. Yet, even here, any sense of a progressing narrative is compromised by the obstinate refusal of the harem, the followers and the physical world to be exterminated.

This underlines how ‘Conte’ is a structurally unpredictable poem and one agrees with Lawler that it “occupies a unique place in the tradition of the Oriental tale.”(12) The restlessness of the Prince who can never accept his daily routine is complemented by and reflected in the restlessness of the narrative itself. Having proceeded from character introduction via abstraction to a startling sequence detailing destructive fury (this frenzy is clearly habitual in itself as the imperfect verb forms “se ruait” and “taillait” suggest), we now come to a little paragraph which creates a quite different effect:

                                    Peut-on s’extasier dans la destruction, se rajeunir
                          par la cruauté ! Le peuple ne murmura pas. Personne 
                          n’offrit le concours de ses vues.(13)

The fact that the populace do not protest against the excesses of their prince underlines that passivity seen earlier although there is more here than meek acceptance. Nobody supports him either, leaving the protagonist in a highly isolated and vulnerable situation. Yet it is the rhetorical question about cruelty and destruction that is most significant. For a brief instant our narrator suspends the narration and creates a space in which to muse quasi-philosophically about the nature of destructive violence and its ability to effect rejuvenation in the perpetrator as well as to afford pleasure. Once again, the principles of story-telling seem to be subverted here as Rimbaud would appear to be suggesting some sort of lesson to be drawn from his tale but at a stage of the story where such lessons are not normally found. It is as if we have an embryonic and premature moralité at this point instead of being obliged to wait until the end of the poem which is all the more interesting for the fact that ‘Conte’ has not one but two endings subsequently as well as a single last line appended after the conclusion to the Prince’s tale. One would say that a philosophical thread runs throughout Rimbaud’s contes and is then often reinforced in the finale. 

In keeping with this pattern of unifying and disruptive agents in ‘Conte’, we now find a section beginning with “Un soir…”. This reestablishes some temporal framework within which the story of the Prince can be completed but it also echoes the “Un Prince…” of the opening paragraph and it is as if Rimbaud is getting his story back on track after the reflections on destruction. Thus one might say that ‘Conte’ alternates between abstraction and narration, between philosophical insights and the telling of a story. Rimbaud gives his reader the outer contours of a story but, in a sense, this only serves to underline how unorthodox his narratives can be. The fact that the Prince is seen galloping proudly reinstates that sense of pace, energy and striving that was found in his killing rampage. This is a royal figure driven by need and desire, standing head and shoulders above all others in his pursuit of idealism, transcendence and perfection but destined for a tragic fall. The appearance of the Génie seems straight from the pages of children’s books in all its abruptness and magical appeal. This is a poem that is full of surprises from beginning to end but the evocation of the Génie is fascinating in the way that it seems to undermine the status and competence of language so that ‘Conte’ might be felt to be a statement about the inefficacy of words, expression, story-telling. The terms “ineffable”, “inavouable” and “indicible” all suggest that, just as the Prince is about to taste fleetingly that absolute for which he has longed in his encounter with the Génie, so language is now being stretched beyond its limits to a point where it is unable to describe what is going on. At this stage we might well feel that ‘Conte’ is a statement on the impossibility of story-telling, on the inability of language to match experience. Thus the continued telling of the tale becomes problematical and one feels poised on the verge of extinction and silence. For the encounter between Prince and Génie seems to represent a form of petite mort with the death of the Prince and the death of the story seeming inextricably linked. We are very much here at the point of climax in that Icarian pattern in Rimbaud’s poetry referred to by Robert Greer Cohn.(14) There is a breathlessness and exclamatory excitement as the Génie seems to provide the answers in terms of beauty, love and happiness that the Prince had sought at the start of the poem:

                                   Un soir il galopait fièrement. Un Génie apparut, d’une
                            beauté ineffable, inavouable même. De sa physionomie et
                            de son maintien ressortait la promesse d’un amour 
                            multiple et complexe! d’un bonheur indicible, insupportable
                            même !(15)

Thus we have a parallel between the Prince’s yearning and the Génie’s powers and a strong sense of structure as the Prince appears to reach his goal. This sense of fulfilment is underlined in the expression “la santé essentielle” where the adjective “essentielle” again reverberates from the first paragraph of the poem (“l’heure du désir et de la satisfaction essentiels”). But this quasi-orgasmic death bringing together the notions of joy, union and transcendence is the most ephemeral of victories as, for the third time in ‘Conte’, the sober and sobering narrative voice introduces a radical change in tone:

                                   Comment n’auraient-ils pas pu en mourir? Ensemble
                             donc ils moururent.

                                   Mais ce Prince décéda dans son palais à un âge 
                             ordinaire. Le prince était le Génie. Le Génie était le 
                             Prince.(16)

There is an authorial omniscience now that has been evinced intermittently in the poem, almost as if the narrator is mocking our surprise at the outcome.  The poem runs along a kind of twin track where the euphoria of the Prince’s exploits is instantly undercut by a more mature, informed and cynical narrative voice. It is all matter of fact and totally predictable to the story-teller but the suggestion that the Prince is two or maybe three people in one is at odds with this desultory tone. We have moved from ecstatic conclusion to banal ending and then to cryptic finale involving the idealistic Prince, the everyday Prince who grows old like everyone else and the Prince as Génie. Three possible lines of enquiry open up here involving idealism, defeat and enigma. As P Hamon has shown, Rimbaud experiments with the notion of the “happy ending” very extensively in ‘Conte’. (17)

Yet the poet is not quite finished for we still have to account for the isolated last line that stands like a lesson, a moralité, a sententia (18). One recognizes this device from the type of exemplary tale which wishes to teach us a lesson and ends with a simple proverb. But Rimbaud’s moralité, though recognizable in the terseness of its form and its positioning at the end of the story, seems opaque in its meaning. Is this another example of the Rimbaldian fondness for baffling and mystifying the reader and for the Parthian shot in a text which will end in such a way as to leave one confused and needing to reread the piece? Here again, one has a sense of the poet experimenting with what Sergio Sacchi calls “la parole du conteur, état de grace musical – et ses limites.” (19) The words “La musique savante manque à notre désir”(20) are striking because there is no other reference to music in the poem but, conversely, they seem apposite in that the notion of a lack or a failure is a central theme in ‘Conte’ and the notion of unfulfilled “désir” is advertised in its opening section. This pithy and sibylline final line emphasizes the extent to which ‘Conte’ is a mysterious and bewildering text which deceives us by its apparent simplicity. The text is as much about how the Prince’s story is told as it is about that story itself. One can stand back from it at the end and appreciate to what extent it deviates from the conte model that it proclaims as its form in its title. This is very much a conte with a difference in its structural complexity, its insistent narrative commentary and irony, its displaced moralité, its multiple endings and its unusually expressed maxim at the end. One would say that ‘Conte’ doubles its representation of unfulfilled desire with an enactment of the inadequacy of expression. So here Rimbaud both espouses and contradicts the conventions of the parent genre and defies the usual laws of the form as well as the expectations of the reader. The ironic authorial stance conspires with the unanticipated disruptions to the narrative to create a text that comes close to a parody of the genre. We can safely conclude that ‘Conte’ deviates from its source as much as it imitates it and Rimbaud has created a new type of prose poem on that very principle. Thus, Michel Murat aptly concludes his analysis of the poem by asserting that “par son titre générique, ‘Conte’ pose de façon frontale le problème du statut du récit dans le poème en prose. » (21)

Moving on to ‘Royauté’, our first reaction is how much briefer this second tale is compared with ‘Conte’. Equally, however, the title sets up a link with ‘Conte’ in terms of its interest in the fate of royal personages and thus too with the fairy tale’s traditional presentation of kings, queens, princes and princesses. Rimbaud’s interest in these figures would appear to be twofold – he is interested in their apparent otherness, their difference from the mass of humanity and also in their ostensible power and their potential to improve or transform reality. Thus the title ‘Royauté’ is about the state of royalty or monarchy and the little text itself vindicates this choice of title since it pivots around the aspiration of a man and woman to become king and queen. Whether this is a case of an existing king wishing to take a commoner to wife and to elevate her to the status of queen or whether it is a matter of two commoners wishing to become royal rulers, one is still very much struck by the concept of a newly emerging regime with some kind of political and visionary agenda. The text documents the excitement about major change and equally the disillusionment when this does not materialize or endure. All of these three tales are concerned with radical change, albeit a change that is frustratingly short-lived, but the structure and form of ‘Royauté’ is every bit as fascinating as its content. Whereas a tale in prose is usually extensive, this tale in prose poem form fulfils a standard notion of poetry in its intensive nature. In fact, it is composed of two short paragraphs or panels which seem to stand in revealing opposition to one another and one could go so far as to say that the very brevity of the piece overall reflects the fleeting nature of the couple’s tenure as monarchs before the inevitable return to the status quo. The experience and the poem are no sooner begun than they have vanished.

“Un beau matin”(22) is an opening expression that reminds us of “Un Prince” and “Un soir” in ‘Conte’ in that it corresponds to our expectations of the “once upon a time” set- piece in tales. Yet no reader of Rimbaud can fail to react to any reference to dawn or morning in the poet’s work since it is so often associated with a magical period where all temporarily seems possible and the world is full of hope and optimism. It is the time of transformation, breakthrough and miracle and so is ideal for the appeal that this anonymous male and female will make to the populace. The “peuple fort doux”(23) might again make us think of the compliant public in ‘Conte’ although this audience seems more positive than the subjects of the Prince who were really no more than passive or neutral in their reaction to his agenda. These people seem very willing to accept and participate in the new order offered by the aspirant monarchs and the beauty of the weather is reflected in the softness of their disposition. What might one make of the adjective “superbes” used to evoke the couple? Clearly, it takes its place in all the positivity of this opening paragraph but one might also think etymologically of the Latin “superbus” often appended to the names of rulers and emperors. This couple is eminently suited to the role desired but it is fascinating to play with the idea that these monarchs will not have emerged through any divine right of lineage but rather are a different type of sovereign in that they would appear to have presented themselves to the crowd in the way that political aspirants might address a public:

                                          “Mes amis, je veux qu’elle soit reine! » « Je
                                veux être reine ! » Elle riait et tremblait. Il parlait
                                aux amis de révélation, d’épreuve terminée. Ils se 
                                pâmaient l’un contre l’autre.(24)

There is a startling simplicity in these parallel entreaties for the woman to be crowned queen and the presiding atmosphere is one of heady euphoria on the part of both speakers and audience. This is very much the moment of the Rimbaldian miracle in all its intoxicating joy and wonder with the agenda and vision of the pair being expressed in the brief formula of an end to a past ordeal and the revelation of a new life at the very antithesis of such suffering. It is also extremely significant that the emphasis here is on the female for this reminds us of the numerous references in the Rimbaud canon to the liberation of women from the yoke under which they have laboured down the centuries. One thinks of the ‘Lettre du voyant’ where he proclaims:
         
                                         Quand sera brisé l’infini servage de la femme,
                            quand elle vivra pour elle et par elle, l’homme, - jusqu’ici
                            abominable, - lui ayant donné son renvoi, elle sera poète,
                            elle aussi ! La femme trouvera de l’inconnu ! Ses mondes 
                            d’idées différeront-ils des nôtres? – Elle trouvera des choses
                            étranges, insondables, repoussantes, délicieuses ; nous les
                            prendrons, nous les comprendrons. (25)

This is the same voice which expresses its disdain for the contemporary role of women in ‘Délires I’ in Une Saison en enfer and asserts “Je n’aime pas les femmes. L’amour est à réinventer.” (26) and it seems safe to conclude that the reinvention of woman is central to the visionary programme hinted at in ‘Royauté’. We know at the very least that these two are setting themselves up to lead their people out of misery and oppression and thus present themselves as liberators and benefactors. Their simple message is so charged that it induces not an intellectual reaction from the people but rather a collective euphoria which seems divorced from common reality. There may well be a political message in this tale but the text is so fleeting and brief that it denies any detailed outlining of such an agenda. At this point in the poem we have reached that “momentary synthesis, or union” that Hackett refers to in his discussion of the text. (27) In structural terms, one thinks of the beginning, middle and end normally expected from a story but it is already apparent that this will be a truncated conte where the story is telescoped into the briefest of formats and there will be no development in terms of character presentation, storyline, incident or wider detail.

The words “En effet” seem to be the hinge on which the story hangs or a pivot before which all is euphoric but after which the mood and tone is much more sober and restrained. They also stand in contrast to “Un beau matin” in that they are so much more prosaic and factual. It is as if the omniscient narrator is preparing us for the fall that must inevitably follow the miracle and the switch to the abrupt passé simple in “furent” immediately indicates that the events of the opening paragraph are now history. This was not to be an enduring metamorphosis but rather the shortest of reigns, the proverbial one- day wonder as the new “monarchs” enjoy royalty but only for one morning and one afternoon. There is now a journalistic and dispassionate tone to the narrative and so brief is the text that we are not even told why they were deposed. One might speculate about a coup, a revolution or resignation but the desired impact of ‘Royauté” is that of a mystery, an enigma, a puzzle. The “tentures carminées” and the “jardins de palmes” are the trappings of royal splendour but trappings enjoyed by the couple for the most transient of spells. One recalls the intercalation of “palmes” in ‘Angoisse’ where it is once again a symbol of victory and glory but where again it is also associated with a provisional, ephemeral success that is ultimately negated by the return of the more powerful force of an unappealing reality. The second passé simple “s’avancèrent” underscores the contrast with the images presented to us in the imperfect in the first paragraph. We note that, unlike in ‘Conte’, there is no appended moralité but surely “la musique savante manque à notre désir” would work just as effectively here in terms of a commentary on the meaning of the text? However, Rimbaud’s artistic intentions are different in ‘Royauté”. Once again he is experimenting with the form of the conte but this time he does so in a very different way. Here the emphasis is on compression and on the most laconic of narratives. This is a stunted tale which its author has deliberately not allowed to flourish or develop. So, like ‘Conte’, ‘Royauté’ appears to remain faithful to the parent genre only to diverge from it in significant ways. There is clearly a tragic perspective in the Rimbaldian conte and in the case of ‘Royauté’ the second paragraph undermines any possibility of a happy ending since it is ironic in its inversion of all the promise of the first section. These anonymous aspirants may have attained “royalty” but it is a royalty of a totally unconventional nature for it comes with no guarantee of longevity and is instead subject to summary obliteration. This factual and succinct finale is yet another illustration of how Rimbaud’s imagination is one that deals with moments of epiphany which are then cut short by a reassertion of “la réalité rugueuse”. In retrospect, ‘Royauté’ comes across as a brief dream or vision, a tantalizing sense of aspirations momentarily fulfilled but immediately negated.  Yet, in poetic terms, it achieves what Murat calls “l’aura poétique”(28) and describes as “la poétisation du texte narratif.” (29)

Robert Greer Cohn is only one of many critics who hold up ‘Aube’ as the favourite of many among the Illuminations and at the same time as the most accessible poem in the collection. (30) Be that as it may – and it is by no means certain that it is as transparent as many argue it to be – ‘Aube’ is directly relevant to our investigation here in that it belongs to that category of fairy tales in prose poem form to be found in the collection. We have already commented on dawn as “l’heure rimbaldienne par excellence” (31) and in ‘Aube’ Rimbaud seems to be describing how the child can find myth and legend in nature at this cherished hour. Yet, as has been very deftly shown by Karin Dillman (32), there is a great deal of ambiguity concerning the subject in this poem and this is part of a wider problematization of the tale that we find here. Structurally, we encounter a third variation on how a story might be told. Framing the text we have two single lines which seem to lock in the narrative between a statement of success and achievement at the start and a return to normality at the end. Thus “J’ai embrassé l’aube d’été” (33) states what has been achieved with the rest of the poem being devoted to an account of how the “je” has actually captured the elusive spirit of the dawn. However, even this statement of achievement is implicitly provisional since it suggests a fleeting encounter rather than anything more durable. Equally, as we shall see, the assertiveness conveyed in this opening line is misleading as is the suggestion that the narrating “je” points to a strong, coherent first person identity.

When we move into the first paragraph proper there is indeed an introduction to a narrative as the scene is set in the pre-dawn period:

                                         Rien ne bougeait encore au front des palais. 
                               L’eau était morte. Les camps d’ombre ne quittaient 
                               pas la route du bois. J’ai marché, réveillant les 
                               haleines vives et tièdes, et les pierreries regardèrent,
                               et les ailes se levèrent sans bruit.(34)

Of course, the term “palais” is significant since it seems to contextualize the poem in that royal setting already found in ‘Conte’ and ‘Royauté’. This is a measured and controlled evocation of the stillness and silence in the pre-dawn period. It is the lull before the storm as Rimbaud holds back very briefly the drama of the action that is initiated by the passé composé  in “J’ai marché”. One thinks of the string of passé composé verbs in ‘Le Bateau ivre’ where Rimbaud captures the amazing adventures of the vessel and, of course, it is impossible not to remember also at this point the prominence of walking in Rimbaud’s work (35). It is nearly always associated with adventure, discovery and visionary dynamism and this is very much the case in ‘Aube’. The reference to palaces indeed links ‘Aube’ very neatly to both ‘Conte’ and ‘Royauté’ in its regal setting and there is a distinctly theatrical effect as the “camps d’ombre” give way to light and action. ‘Aube’ dramatizes the phenomenon of awakening on both a literal and a metaphorical level and this same paragraph captures beautifully the animation of the natural world through light, warmth, bird flight and minerals brought to life. We have moved on from that sense of pre-dawn deadness to a sense of life burgeoning on all levels. These are all reactions in the past definite tense to the walking of the narrator, his first step triggering off a host of inspiring arousals in the natural world. One notes the maintenance of silence here as the birds take wing soundlessly and this image of itself might well suggest the Icarian imaginative trajectory of rise and fall in Rimbaud alluded to earlier. At this point we have assurance, dynamism, positivity all conveyed through rhythmical energy and lyrical release.

The words “la première entreprise” inevitably seem functional and prosaic by comparison as does the past definite “fut” but this effect is immediately negated by the beautifully simple yet enigmatic reference to “une fleur qui me dit son nom” as the process of illumination continues via the shafts of light along the narrator’s forest path. One is charmed by the beauty of the imagery to this point just as one is equally beguiled by the story that has been promised in the very first line of the piece. Indeed, that very first line problematizes narrative structure in that it might logically have come at the end of ‘Aube’. Instead, Rimbaud has started his piece with an ending which invites the reader to try to imagine how the story will arrive at this outcome. We are being guided step by step through the adventure in the expectation of a triumphant finale.  However, there will be another ending to the story in a manner which reminds us of ‘Conte’ with its false happy ending and its double finale. The little paragraph referring to the flower and the emerging light is followed by an equally brief and beguiling section:

                                          Je ris au wasserfall blond qui s’échevela à
                                  travers les sapins: à la cime argentée je reconnus la 
                                  déesse.(36)

The multiple effects of light and colour – “éclats”, “fleur”, “wasserfall blond”, “cime argentée” - create that sense of revelation which lies at the heart of all three of these texts. There is an eroticization of the story here as the dawn becomes emphatically feminized with the seductive picture of the waterfall evoking the flowing golden tresses of the figure being pursued. The fact that she is seen as a goddess intensifies the atmosphere of myth and legend in the story but the verb “reconnus” might well indicate that the narrator has been this way before and encountered this divinity on other occasions. Alternatively, it could be the case that this is the first time he has done this but that he instinctively recognizes his quarry and this would have the effect of adding a virginal dimension to the character of the protagonist. Be that as it may, there is such a wealth of positive language at this stage of the story that the listener/reader is carried away on a tide of enchantment and euphoria with the verb “ris”, the German noun “wasserfall” in all its onomatopeaic glory and the adjective “argentée”. Moreover, it is important to stress the vertical axis on which ‘Aube’ is constructed with the whole affair very much on an ascensional curve at this point. Later we will have the climax or apotheosis followed by the tragic fall.

The rapid tempo of the tale is maintained by so many past definites and so many brief sentences and this is intensified in a longer section that now follows:

                              Alors je levai un à un les voiles. Dans l’allée en 
                          agitant les bras. Par la plaine, ou je l’ai dénoncée au 
                          coq. A la grand’ville elle fuyait parmi les clochers et les dômes,
                          et courant comme un mendiant sur les quais de marbre, je la
                          chassais.(37)

Here we have an acceleration of the narrative and displacement through various locations as we move from countryside to an urban setting with the “marbres” reminding us that the contexts for this miracle are both the beautiful natural world and the opulence of the palatial surroundings. Could it be that the pursuer is a king or queen who has chased the dawn from the grounds surrounding his palaces through the open countryside and on till he reaches the town with its churches and domed buildings?  It is very much the frenzied drama of the chase that is being described and the notion of unveiling suggests not just an erotic pursuit but a desire to get at some essential truth. The elusiveness of the goddess of the dawn is shown in the movement from location to location and the ascensional vision is reinforced by “les clochers et les dômes”. That the narrator characterizes himself as a “mendiant” among all this royal splendour and thus as a lowly underdog pursuing a goddess indicates once again the miraculous nature of the event. It might also suggest that a royal personage has debased himself to the level of a beggar in this delirious chase. 

Ultimately, one might well sense that all of this is a dream and that the hard face of reality will inevitably reassert itself. Switching roles like this also suggests a less than unified identity for the “je” (38) but one feels that, by contrast with ‘Conte’, Rimbaud’s marriage of poem and tale in ‘Aube’ sees him adopt a much more linear and continuous style of story-telling.  This is no doubt why, in a collection renowned for its hermeticism and alleged illisibilité, ‘Aube’ has always been seen as the most accessible of the Illuminations. The poem seems to develop logically and stage by stage to a point of climax and then anti-climax. It has none of the dense abstraction or structural complexity of ‘Conte’ nor does it align itself with ‘Royauté’ which is so compact and truncated. We can thus conclude that Rimbaud has composed three very different types of tale in these three texts. While they have much in common thematically (indeed many would argue that they enact the same story of fleeting gratification followed by loss), on a formal level they diverge from one another very significantly. ‘Royauté’ might in its brevity be felt to be the odd one out of the three but there are such striking differences between ‘Conte’ and ‘Aube’ that one is impelled to conclude that there is no single prototype for Rimbaud’s marriage of the (fairy) tale and the prose poem.

After the mixture of tenses in the penultimate paragraph (imperfect, perfect, past definite) which creates such a mystery about time in the poem, we come to the final full paragraph where we have two passé composé verbs followed by a past definite. The poem has now reached and gone beyond frenzy and one is struck by how the beautiful silence of the earlier stages of the text has been disrupted by the crowing of the cock which the poet claims he has instigated by heralding the appearance of the dawn. It is clear that this appearance constitutes the most transient of periods until daytime asserts itself in all its power and the dawn disappears for another day. One also notes how dawn is seen among the spires and domes whereas her pursuer remains earthbound on the “quais de marbre”. There is a clear hierarchy here but this hierarchy is temporarily negated as the narrator finally makes contact with his quarry:

                                                  En haut de la route, près d’un bois de 
                                     lauriers, je l’ai entourée avec ses voiles amassés,
                                     et j’ai senti un peu son immense corps. L’aube et
                                     l’enfant tombèrent au bas du bois. (39)

After removing the veils one by one in the preceding paragraph in his search to see and understand everything about the goddess, the pursuer now covers the goddess again in her veils as if to protect and conceal some divine truth. Significantly, this encounter occurs on an eminence as if the pursuer has transcended his normal mundane earthbound state. Of course, the laurels are the traditional symbol of victory and they reinforce the sense apparent throughout the poem of an extraordinary context be it regal or divine or both. Amazingly, in such an ethereal context reinforced by the lightness of the veils, Rimbaud still conjures up an intense physicality in the expression “son immense corps” and one thinks of how other poems in the Illuminations such as ‘Solde’ and ‘Génie’ celebrate a glorious physicality as part of Rimbaud’s visionary achievement. (40) That the success is qualified and provisional is strongly suggested in both the words “un peu” and the last sentence which describes the tragic fall from “en haut” to the bottom of the woods. This has been an imaginative adventure akin to that recounted in ‘Le Bateau ivre’ with a comparable trajectory of rise and fall but presented in an entirely different form, structure and language from the famous verse piece. The physical encounter between pursuer and goddess is reminiscent in its miraculous but brief nature of the encounter between Prince and Génie and also brings to mind how the couple swoon erotically in ‘Royauté’ (“ils se pâmaient l’un contre l’autre”). 

Yet what are we to make of the sobering line “L’aube et l’enfant tombèrent au bas du bois” which might easily have been set apart from this paragraph and could also have been itself the closing line of the poem? That the “je” slips into the third person in the persona of the child both adds mystery to the identity of the narrator and represents a distancing of both reader and author from the entire experience. This is a factual and journalistic reporting of how the miracle ended as Rimbaud seems to become once again the ironic and detached conteur, something we have already seen in the latter stages of ‘Conte’ and the second paragraph in ‘Royauté’. It is as if the dream is over and we must now return to reality with the resulting disillusionment over the loss of transcendence being reflected in the laconic final sentence which stands alone and balances the detached opening sentence of ‘Aube’:

                                                  Au réveil il était midi. (41)

There is a dual disappointment here as the return to reality is paralleled by the poet’s withdrawal from the conte form itself that the text had seemed to espouse. These prosaic, factual and demythologizing finales all deny us a true “happy ending” and break the spell of the conte. We have moved from the extended description of éveil as the dawn has emerged through the climactic engagement followed by a post-miracle sleep and then the “réveil”. Of course, it could also be the case that the whole poem should be seen as a dream that is the product of perhaps drug-induced sleep and that the final line of the poem simply records the moment of wakening and the end of the spell. There are unmistakable sexual connotations here suggestive of arousal, orgasm, satisfaction, repose and post-coital disappointment.  One notices that he wakes at the moment when the sun is in its zenith and when reality is at its most apparent and the banal imperfect “était” is in stark contrast to all the exciting and stimulating past definites and perfects seen earlier. From the excitement of progressive illumination and revelation, we have moved to the full glare of the midday sun. No ending could be more terse, understated and prosaic as the disappearance of the dawn is registered. In terms of identity, the movement from “je” to “l’enfant” illustrates excellently what Adrianna M. Paliyenko has said about the “dialogic voice in the Illuminations” which “simultaneously inscribes subjectivity and objectivity.” (42)
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